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INTRODUCTION

T&T specializes in tattoo supplies, starting off with traditional

needles, tips, and grips as well as tattoo needle cartridge

systems when it was just founded. After several years in

business, the growing interest in cartridge systems by tattoo

artists indicated a shift in the industry. That’s when T&T

decided to solely focus on designing and manufacturing

cartridges of its own patented designs.

This paper focuses on familiarizing the public with the T&T

first generation of needle cartridges (T&T Era). It includes

features, technical specifications, proprietary innovations,

manufacturing processes.
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There are several features of the patented design for T&T ERA
needle cartridges:
- Cartridge cases are sized to fit their intended needle
configurations for stabilization perfectly.
- Thin profile cartridge tips for precision tattooing.
- Rectangular path in the inner shell for needle steadiness.
- Elastic band to add simultaneous axial and radial force for
needle stabilization.
- Twist lock mechanism compatible with most conventional
tattoo machines and grips.

Each cartridge system consists of 4 separate parts:
- Cartridge casing 
- Silicone band 
- Cartridge cap 
- Needle bar 

The structural simplicity of GEN1 cartridges allows room for
deep significance to be carried in each of the four parts. Let’s
start with the tip: 

ERA - 1ST CARTRIDGE OF T&T



T&T tattoo cartridge cases are equipped with an open-gap
nozzle, designed to allow a full view of the needle tip during a
session. This design also prevents ink puddles from forming on
contact with skin, thus contributing to a better view and
precision capability for an artist. 

The design of the cartridge tip is specially made for precision
in tattooing. To accomplish this feat, the mouth of the tip wall
is thinned out at the bottom portion that contacts the skin.
Because of the internal structure discussed in the following
sections, the needle tip is virtually held closer to the base of
the cartridge nozzle. This feature allows artists to know
exactly where the needle is going, thus contributing to finer
precision in tattooing.

PART 1 - cartridges Casing
OPEN-GAP NOZZLE TIP DESIGN



To perfect the structure of the outer shell of the needle
cartridge, T&T uses precision injection molding technology.
This technology is used to create small parts and works
especially well for close-tolerance engineering, where
permissible limits of variation are the lowest. It increases the
standard for quality control, which is why each T&T cartridge
mold is tested to create an individually fitting shell for each
needle configuration.

To ensure the safety of each item, T&T has measured
standards with limited variability to ensure consistency of the
capsize to the cartridge casing, making the final product
sturdy, consistent and safe for work.

PART 1 - cartridges Casing
PRECISION MOLDING AND SIZING



With quality in mind, the proprietary design of T&T ERA
needle cartridges focuses on controlled axial and radial force
for stabilization. The silicone band adds fluidity and low
resistance while tattooing due to its measurements. The type
of silicone chosen for this part is combined material for
softness. This feature allows the artists to operate with lower
speed/voltage on their machines.

The radial and axial forces guide the needle closer to the
mouth opening of the inner shell. It works via the precise
positioning and the stretching of the internal elastic band
within the cartridge, thus guiding the needle closer to the
bottom of the cartridge tip. This feature allows for two things
to happen: 
- The needle remains close to the tip, therefore when tattooing
the artist can guide the needle more precisely along the tattoo
outline. 
- The needle is prevented from wobbling, thus facilitating a
closer tattooing precision regardless of the style of tattooing,
be it in line, in strokes, in circles, or otherwise.

PART 2 - silicone band
CALCULATED FORCE DESIGN



Supplementary stabilization becomes available through the
internal guiding channel within the cap of the cartridge and
the plastic end of the needle bar. Unlike many designs on the
market, the guiding channel and the needle bar part include a
small rectangular design rather than a circular one to prevent
the needle from turning. This feature consolidates additional
precision and stabilization to the needle when combined with
the elastic band mechanism and fitted needle tips in every
cartridge.

PART 3 and part 4
CARTRIDGE CAP AND NEEDLE BAR

PRECISION ORIENTED DESIGN
needle cartridge stabilization
T&T tattoo needle cartridges are designed to stabilize the
needle while in use. Our element of innovation is the use of a
silicone band inside the cartridge. Due to the high speed of
tattoo machines, the positioning of a medical-grade silicone
band keeps the needle closer to the base of the cartridge tip
nozzle, thus stabilizing its position. This design also grants a
better ink flow and higher precision of skin penetration.



needle consistency
The consistency of needle configurations is an important
aspect inspected by the quality control team. During the
examination process, every single needle is checked with
several magnification tools to ensure appropriate tightness,
straightness of the needle tips, as well as the length of the
tapers.

PRECISION ORIENTED DESIGN
Easy set-up mechanism
The twist-lock mechanism (a bayonet mount) on T&T needle
cartridges allows our product a simple, time-saving set-up.
The lock fits most conventional grips and machine set-ups. To
install the cartridge, you need to insert it into a grip and twist
clockwise. This function allows the artists an opportunity to
swiftly and safely switch between configurations during a
tattoo session.

Safety
For added safety while using T&T disposable needle
cartridges, the needle automatically retracts back when
detached from the grip. All of the T&T disposables are pre-
sterilized, individually packed, and are ready to use.



All parts of our products are produced by our premium
factory and zero pollution workshop. All the plastic and
silicone parts are made of medical-grade materials. The
cartridge needles are made of Type 304 and 316 Stainless
Steel. Each needle tip is checked for consistency to pass
quality control by manual. T&T has a specially built
Cleanroom for assembly, built by ISO-8 standards of air
purification. All cartridges are EO sterilized and individually
packaged.

MANUFACTURING PROCESS

T&T ERA tattoo needle cartridges are sold in boxes of 20
individually packaged items for single use. Every single item’s
blister package contains indication labels that show
sterilization, configuration, and expiration date of the
cartridge.

PACKAGING



This paper has identified the key features of T&T ERA tattoo
needle cartridges, which include fitted casings, stabilization
mechanisms and design, needle consistency, as well as a twist
lock type bayonet mount. 

Based on these features, each T&T tattoo needle cartridge
works seamlessly to provide a low tension safe work
environment. 

To place an order and for more information, please visit
www.tnttattoos.com

CONCLUSION


